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While optics are a great tool for engaging targets at distance, 
dealing with hold-overs or magnification adjustments for close-in 
targets can be cumbersome, slow, and inaccurate. Dueck Defense 
Rapid Transition Sights with tritium dots provide shooters with 
the quickest possible transition between longer- and closer-range 
target acquisition—even in low-light or nighttime conditions—
greatly increasing their efficiency and effectiveness in competition. 
Designed by former Marine and national 3-gun champion Barry 
Dueck, Vice President of SureFire’s Suppressor Division, these 
innovative sights mount directly to a weapon’s MIL-STD-1913 
(Picatinny) rail, offset from center by approximately 45°. They make 
transitioning from optic to iron sights a matter of simply canting 
your wrists and locking on to the target. There’s no removing a hand 
from the weapon or making a manual adjustment, no cluttered field 
of vision or iron sights blocking the optical sight—just smooth, 
quick transitions that could mean the difference between winning 
or losing a competition or, even more importantly, a gunfight.

¼ Still works when primary optic is fogged or obstructed

¼ Features larger tritium dot on front sight and two smaller tritium   
 dots on rear sight for easy alignment in low-light conditions

¼ Lightweight and durable: machined from 7075 aluminum stock with   
 twice the strength of 6061-T6 aluminum; Mil-Spec hard anodized

¼ Same height above bore as standard-issue M4 / M16A4 sights

¼  ½ MOA elevation and windage adjustments

¼ Ambidextrous sights easily and securely mount to MIL-STD-1913   
 (Picatinny) rails using a flathead screwdriver

¼ Low-profile sights extend only .2” (.5 mm) above top rail, won’t   
 interfere with primary optics

¼ Clears common military IR illuminator / lasers 

¼ Made in the USA
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RAPID TRANSITION SIGHTS
duECk dEFENSE RtS W/tRitiUM

FEATURES

PART# / UPC

DD-RTS-TRITIUM 084871322645
DUECK DEFENSE RTS  W/ TRITIUM

BODY COLORS

SPECIAL FEATURES Tritium front and rear dots for low-light conditions

MATERIAL 7075 aluminum

FINISH Mil-Spec Type III hard anodizing

WEIGHT Rear Sight: 3 oz. (85g) Front Sight: 1.5 oz (44g)
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